Quantitative Analysis of Suffix Variability of Comparative Adjectives in Russian
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Abstract
There are two variants of the productive suffix of comparative adjectives used in modern Russian. They are a full two-syllable form and a reduced one-syllable suffix. Both variants are normative. However, they are slightly different in terms of stylistics. The suffix -ee makes the word sound neutral and the word with the suffix -ei sounds more colloquial. The article presents a quantitative study of variability of the suffixes of comparative adjectives and analyzes linguistic and extralinguistic factors that influence the frequency of the variants. The authors concluded that there is no previously anticipated influence of phonetic and morphological factors on the choice of the suffix of an adjective in a bookish speech.
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1 Introduction and Literature Review

The presence of extra-large diachronic corpora led to significant changes in linguistics. It became possible to conduct a microweansysis of linguistic phenomena, such as morphosyntactic variability. Such studies have changed significantly in both theoretical and methodological terms over the past ten years. Many theoretical works on syntactic variability were inscribed in the paradigm of generative linguistics and reduced themselves to identifying semantic differences between variants and determining the primacy of one of the variants. In terms of methodology, a lot of works reduced to mono-factorial studies based on relatively simple text fragments (resolving collocations).

Nowadays variability studies have become much more functional and methodologically more complex: language facts are now interpreted and motivated by psycholinguistic factors, and the study material is analysed in terms of the cognitive or usage-based approach [3, 6, 7, 10]. Regression analysis of linguistic phenomena has gained popularity and been used in many recent works [12, 13, 14].

The common feature of the above-mentioned works is that they use statistical analysis of corpus or experimental (survey) data and try to identify new indicators that influence the
choice of a competing form. Our study, in contrast to the studies of foreign colleagues, is carried out on the material of the standardized literary Russian language.

Using regression analysis that considers many factors and can be widely used for comparative studies, European and American scientists illustrate that, on the one hand, grammatical variability is found within a particular regional and cultural tradition (indigenization, or “privatization”). But on the other hand, different regional dialects can show the same cases of variability as in the standard language (literary language) [14]. Within the same ethnic group that has mastered a particular language and, according to A.A. Shakhmatov [16], “treated the language as his own property”, such variability arises after some time despite the initial absence of negative language experience.

In this case, some factors (such as different cultures of speakers of different languages) prove the universal nature of grammatical variability and its potential as a marker of certain cognitive processes typical of human brain. Within the framework of a psycholinguistic-based grammar model, we also interpret these results from different explanatory points of view, including the phenomena of language contact, assimilation of the second language (albeit to a lesser extent), semantic variations and changes.

2 Methods

We searched for examples of variability in the Google Books Ngram, unprecedentedly extra-large corpus [11]. For example, the pattern of morphological variability is “N-ee \N-ei”, where N is a combination of letters same for the first and second variants (umn-ee\umn-ei (smarter)). Henceforth, we used the ALA-LC transliteration system.

These patterns are tested after the discussion. Data are collected from the Google Books Ngram corpus. To be more objective, the search is performed (1) for the whole Russian corpus (the period 1607-2009) and (2) for the period 1920-2009 (after the spelling reform). The “purity” of the obtained results indicates the quality of the pattern. If the obtained data are incorrect the pattern is refined. Part-of-speech tagging of the obtained data array was checked using the OpenCorpora dictionary [2]. Not only Russian comparative adjectives but also some forms of nouns and pronouns can end in -ei. Some of them can be homonymous to the studied part of speech. For example, the forms umnei and starei can both correspond to verbs (singular imperative form) and comparative adjectives.

Such isomorphism of dynamic verb forms and forms of comparative adjectives in slavic languages [1], as well as statistical probability of homonymy in inflectional languages in general [15] were studied by J.D Bobaljik and his coauthors. Homonyms belonging to different parts of speech were excluded. For example, verbs in the imperative form like umnei (be clever!) (V) were excluded from the list, which allowed us to analyse only the occurrences of the adjectives umnei (smarter) (Adj), which are variants of the word umnei (smarter) (Adj).

At the second stage of the research, we manually excluded the homonymous forms. The examples that were not variants were excluded (for example, vechernee// vechernei (zarei) (evening/evening (dawn))). The selected list of words contains quantitative data: the number of each variant occurrence in the corpus (for example, bolnee - 49060, bolnei - 22691 (more sick)) and the ratio of the variants (bolnee - 68%, bolnei - 32%). The ratio of the frequencies was summed, and the arithmetic average of the whole group was calculated. For example, the percentage of adjectives with the suffixes -ee// -ei is 71.54% // 28.46% within the entire period, and 71.41% // 28.59% over the last 100 years.

Graphs of changes in the frequency use of both variants were constructed for each of the pairs and for the sum of the variants of the whole group in order to demonstrate the
language dynamics and compare the trends and total quantitative data. The obtained data on the number and dynamics were interpreted and described to assess the degree of relevance and expediency of certain standard prescriptions.

To improve the accuracy of the results, we performed preprocessing of the corpus raw data. After that, we selected only the vocabulary 1-grams from the obtained ones. By 1-grams we understand words composed only of the letters of the Russian alphabet. Word forms that differ only by the presence or absence of the letter “er” at the end of them were regarded as the same words. To normalize and calculate the relative frequencies, the number of vocabulary 1-grams was calculated for each year (unlike Google Books Ngram Viewer, where normalization is performed for the total number of 1-grams). Another difference is that we calculate frequencies without taking into account differences in capitalisation.

3 Results and Discussion

Graphs of changes in the frequency use of both variants were constructed for each of the pairs and for the sum of the variants of the whole group in order to demonstrate the language dynamics and compare the trends and total quantitative data.

In total, 1571 pairs of comparative adjective were analyzed. The suffix -ee prevails in 1395 cases, the suffix -ei prevails in 174 cases. The same number of word usage with the suffixes -ee/-ei was found in 2 cases. The average ratio of the variants for all pairs of comparative adjectives is as follows: 71.54% (-ee) // 28.46% (-ei).

The obtained quantitative and diachronic data were interpreted and described to assess the degree of relevance and expediency of certain standard prescriptions taking into account linguistic factors (phonetics, morphology and style).
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The following tendency was detected. Low-frequency words are characterized by approximately the same number of occurrences of the variants (for example, nepriglyadnee (60) // nepriglyadnei (ugly) (41) (59.41% vs. 40.59%); dramatichnee (51) // dramatichnei (dramatic) (56) ( 47.66% vs 52.34%). High-frequency words show the opposite tendency, the number of their use significantly differs (ser'n'esnee (1900960) // ser'eznei (more serious) (197850) (90.57% vs 9.43%). High-frequency words with the suffix -ee prevail over the words with the suffix -ei (vazhnee, trogatelnnee, effektnee (more important, more touching, more effective)).
The only exception is the word mashtabnei. Low-frequency words with the suffix -ei slightly prevail over the words with the suffix -ee (dramatichnei, conservativnei).

Analysis of changes in the frequency dynamics of the whole group of comparative adjectives showed the following overall tendency: the number of words with the suffix -ei gradually increased within the period from the end of the 20th century to the beginning of the 20th century and rapidly increased in the 20th century. Figure 1 shows the ratio of the variants in different years. The variants ratio with the suffixes -ee/-ei was approximately 90%/10% in the middle of the 20th century. The share of the adjectives had gradually decreased over the century and a half and reached a minimum by 1980 (below 70%).
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**Figure 2** Frequency graph of the adjectives rovnee/rovnei (more even).

This tendency can be traced while analyzing the pair of words rovnee/rovnei (more even). The frequency of these variants will probably be equal in some time. An example of this case is shown in figure 2. Like in the Google Books Ngram Viewer service, a moving average with a window +- 3 years (the window length is 7 years) is used.
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**Figure 3** Frequency graph of the adjectives yarostnee/yarostnei (more violent/fierce).

Some pairs show frequency peaks due to historical events. For example, during the Great Patriotic War, there was a sharp increase in adjectives yarostnee/yarostnei (more violently/fiercely) in Russian press and fiction (see figure 3). It was caused by appeal to defend the motherland.
The predominance of the variant with the suffix -ei was detected in some rare cases at the beginning of the 20th century. As a rule, in such cases, the initially less frequent variant with the suffix -ee has been used more frequently in recent time (see figure 4).
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**Figure 4** Frequency graph of the adjectives sobrannee/sobrannei (self-collected).

## 4 Conclusion

Russian morphology has been an extensively studied area of linguistics. Lots of synchronic studies on Russian words variability were performed in the pre-corpus era when the study material was analyzed manually.

It was previously believed that the choice of a variant form depends not only on the style of the book and an author's idiolect but also on the complexity of the word root and place of stress in the word and prefix. Some researches state [4, 5] that if a root is monosyllabic, the suffix -ee is preferable and if a root is multi-syllabic, the suffix -ei is preferable.

The main feature of our work is that we performed diachronic analysis of the given type of variability for the first time. Google Books Ngram was used as a study material and allowed for obtaining more objective data than that obtained manually from a relatively small number of sources.

The results were the following. Only ten pairs of adjectives (out of 102 pairs) with a monosyllabic root show predominance of the variant with the suffix -ei (10% versus 12% for the whole group). At that, in 10 cases, where the suffix -ei prevails over the competing suffix -ee, the maximum ratio is 75%, while the share of -ee is more than 90% in many cases. Thus, the cases of the predominance of the suffix -ei in the monosyllabic words are less than in the group on average. Moreover, there is no meaningful predominance in these cases.

In other works [8, 9], the variants with the prefix po-, which has the meaning of “a small increase or change in the quality of an adjective” are often mentioned: pobistrei, poslozhnei and posil’nei (faster, more complicated, stronger). In a bookish speech, this additional meaning is conveyed by the word nemnogo (bit): nemnogo bistree, nemnogo slozhnee, nemnogo sil’nee (a bit faster, a bit more complicated, a bit stronger).

The adjective suffix -ee was more frequent in 15 cases out of 190 (less than 8%). Comparing this result with the average value for the whole group (12%), we conclude that the prefix has no influence on the choice of the suffix -ei as a preferable one.
We detected a decrease in the proportion of forms with the suffix -ee in the book speech in the 80s years of the 20th century in comparison with the language situation in the middle of the 19th century by more than 20%. After the 80s of the 20th century, the proportion of the -ee forms fixed at the level of 75%. This indicates changes in morphology of the bookish speech which can be due to language liberalization and economy.

Thus, the Google Books Ngram corpus, being a source of “hidden” knowledge of bookish speech, allows one to identify language anomalies, as well as qualitatively and quantitatively improves the existing scientific description and interpretation of language features by verifying the previously obtained empirical data.
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